[Reconstruction of lower limbs in old age-an interdisciplinary approach : Strategies for trauma surgery, vascular surgery and plastic surgery].
The treatment of complex injuries of the lower extremities in geriatric and/or multimorbid patients requires optimized preoperative and perioperative management as well as differentiated and interdisciplinary surgical approaches. Timely and definitive treatment should be strived for to avoid longer periods of immobilization. Temporary external stabilization of complex fractures, when necessary, should be followed by permanent loading stable internal osteosynthesis as soon as possible. Accompanying soft tissue defects are reconstructed after wound débridement using the full armamentarium of plastic and reconstructive surgical procedures, including microvascular free flap. In the context of perfusion compromised soft tissue situations, negative pressure wound therapy can provide sterile temporary defect coverage and aid in preconditioning poorly vascularized tissue before definitive reconstruction. A clarification of the vascular status in geriatric patients is paramount and relevant perfusion disorders should be treated either by intervention or open surgery before complex reconstructive interventions. Close interdisciplinary coordination of the various surgical procedures is imperative in order to guarantee an optimized stable reconstructive outcome with acceptable patient risk. Taking these principles into account, the reconstruction of complex trauma to the extremities can be carried out even in geriatric or multimorbid patients in specialized interdisciplinary surgical centers with excellent functional results.